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Top 100 country music artists of all time

While the Nashville country music machine has certainly dominated the genre for most of the decade, 80s country music also contains more than a few talented, visionary artists who have made their greatest contributions in the decade. While some seamlessly continue a long foothold in the national music universe or offer long careers as perma-stars, this
group often limits its best moments to the boundaries of the 80s, either through stunning consistency or eclectic innovation. More than anything, they proved that country music qualified as 80s music, too. Here's a look at the miniatures - no particular order - at some of the best country artists of the 80s with strong traditional and respectful roots. Michael
Putland/Getty Images Affectionately known as the Gentle Giant in a nod to both his deep, comforting voice as well as a bloated frame that will threaten in a different context, country-pop crooner Don Williams is one of the most consistent country artists of both the 70s and 80s. His crossover appeal was unique during Nashville's main country policy era in
retaining country roots that never seemed betrayed in pursuit of orthodox success. Serious but never treacly, Williams' signature 80s hits deftly conveyed simplicity and traditional values before the term later became so political. Songs featured from Williams' early 80s peak include no. 1 hits I Believe in You, Lord, I Hope This Day Is Good and If Hollywood
Don't Need You. Tim Mosenfelder/Getty Images Although very few of them have made their mark on the national charts, some musicians and performers have emerged in the 80s deftly blending folk, pop, rock, and traditional country to create new wrinkles in the ever-changing genre. Mattea, a country music star, proved an exception to this rule, becoming a
savvy interpreter for the work of various country musicians. As such, she was a big hitmaker in the second half of the decade, perfecting her vocals as an accurate tool and passion even as she gracefully endured the growing emphasis in country music on physical attributes in female artists over those of music. This is not to say Mattea was/is not a lovely
woman; she just never relied on appearance to pursue success. Waring Abbott/Getty Images Rock and roll has had more than its share of premature deaths, but bluegrass and national veteran musician Keith Whitley remains one of the music's saddest stories of self-destructive tragedy. When he died in 1989 at the age of 34 from alcohol poisoning, Whitley
was on the cus rise of the country music superstar, having just begun a career impressive solo. But because he was a talented musician as well as a great performer, the prospect of what Whitley might have done had alcoholism not bested him further sting music fans. Proud of five consecutive No.1 singles in 1988 and 1989 (including the excellent When
You Say Nothing at All and I'm No No No. to the Rain), Whitley is a powerful fire extinguished unbearably suddenly. Paul Natkin/Getty Images As one of the leading country music new traditionalists of the mid-80s, singers, musicians and (more recently) performing actor Dwight Yoakam challenged the strict boundaries of country music with surprising
success. Beginning his career at the beginning of the decade in Los Angeles and not Nashville, Yoakam approached his music as well as the industry with a certain amount of rebellious defi defies. That said, it's absolutely stunning that he scored nine top 10 national hits between 1986 and 1989, even as he was both straddled and still slightly marooned on
the fringes of the mainstream. Brilliant works such as Little Ways and I Sang Dixie were announced in Yoakam's presence as an artist of solidity. Ebet Roberts / Getty Images Perhaps the country singer who squeezed the most marrow between 1978 and 1987, Conlee was underestimated, underestimated as a quintessential 80s country artist in the most
stately way possible. In other words, Conlee fits well with the urban cowboy/country-pop style rampant in this era, but he did so with a traditional, heartick subtlety that seemed to honor the full legacy of country music. Quietly, Conlee made the Top 10 national hits in each calendar year of this period, an impressive achievement in any genre of music. From his
splash 70s with Rose-Colored Glasses and the Backside of Thirty to his last No.1 hit, in 1986's Got My Heart Set on You, Conlee chugged like a clean engine and did so on her own terms. David Redfern/Getty Images Another pillar of the 1980s shaped by quality and songging integrity is undoubtedly Conley, a singer-songwriter who ruled the 80s even more
than his almost conlee of the same name. Turning 40 before breaking into country music with his first no.1 hit, Fire and Smoke in 1981, Conley has never been a stranger to struggle and adversity. Emerging as a teenager from a childhood marked by poverty, he always embraced artistic aspirations and eventually found that meeting their potential depended
on an independent approach. Whatever Conley did swimming, when he ranked a stunning 19Th National Hits of the Decade, included one of the country's most heartbreakingly honest ballads, 1983's Holding Her and Loving You. Ebet Roberts/Getty Images Well, obviously there should be more women on this list, so here are two more at once. As one of the
most successful superstar duo of all time, the combination of Mother and Daughter of Naomi and Wynonna Judd keeps country music tradition alive even as they expand its commercial appeal beyond cognitive limitations. For example, the duo's most beloved hits, including Mama He's Crazy, Why Not Me, and Grandpa (Tell Me' Bout the Good Old Days),
speak not only to longtime country fans but also to housewives, grandmothers and even teenagers connect with the song's stories about romantic flames or rural nostalgia. Perhaps with both hands, the duo changed the face of modern country music for female artists and fans. Paul Natkin/Getty Images On pure eclecticism, few country artists have
approached 70s and 80s star Eddie Rabbitt, a heart-wcard rocker who flirted with many pop styles during his diverse career. For better and for worse, some artists seem to be tailored to the 80s, and for some reason, the Rabbitt fits such a stereotype despite its betraying spirit. Unfortunately, the brilliant early 80s singles Drivin' My Life Away and I Love a
Rainy Night finally gave way to pure but very successful pop tunes like Step By Step and You and I, Rabbitt's memorable if twangless duet with Loretta Lynn's younger, less gruff sister, Crystal Gayle. Despite this, the Rabbitt continually maintained national interest and respect throughout the rest of the 80s. Ebet Roberts/Getty Images We've always had a
nostalgic soft point for quintessential cross-country cross-country artist Juice Newton, likely for reasons we don't fully understand. Sure, we have fond memories of her early 80s hits Angel of the Morning, Queen of Hearts, and, especially, Love's been a Little Bit Hard on Me. But there must be something else at work here, perhaps kick-ass nicknames or
Newton's unabashed dedication to pop and rock that was never hidden by her national musical suit. However, her hybrid approach to the country was not lacking in passion or verticality, and so she achieved her success. So in our home, when we talk about Juice, we mention football nor murder if you get my meaning. Wariner may not have boasted nearly
as many big hits as contimely such as George Strait, Randy Travis or even a cagey veteran like Conway Twitty, but his label on the 80s sound of traditional country music was almost as long as anyone working in the genre at the time. Of course, I have to admit more personal bias because for some reason I'm so close to worshipping the simple, wistful
pleasures of Wariner's 1983 Top 5 country-pop hit, Lonely Women Make Good Lovers. Maybe I always hoped to test the song's hypothesis, which was an idea doomed immediately to fail if a prerequisite was a good-lookin', smooth-talkin' man. Anyway, Wariner has become a Nashville weak on the power of accessible work but his outspoken 80s. The 50
greatest living artists were chosen because they exalted the human spirit through the creation of elegant expressors and moving tuning performances. Get lost in these amazing works and performances. the list includes 10 people in each of five categories: Dance and Drama; Films; Literature; Music; and Painting, Sculpture, and Related Media. In each
category, the lists have letters. The country and year of birth of each individual, as well as the main field of artistic endeaea endeath, are given in parentheses. Note: When The name of the country of birth of an artist has changed, we named it there in his first year of birth, with the current name then, in square brackets. In the performing arts categories
(Dance and Drama; Music), not only authors (playwrights, choreographers, composers), but also performers (dancers, actors, singers, musicians) are represented, as well as a few directors and conductors. Regardless of their personal differences, this so-called 50 artists generally demonstrate that in our time - the rumors on the contrary - beauty does not
die. Related: The 20 Best Music Conservatories in the U.S. The 20 Best Music Therapy Bachelor Programs (UK, 1971; composer) Below is a recording of Adès's 1994 sixth---O Albion---s 1994 movement, Arcadiana (Opus 12). Thomas Adès, born and raised in London, is Professor of Song song creation Britten at the Royal Academy of Music. His works are
uniquely accessible and meo---if still strictly modern---in character, and he is one of the most widely admired among the younger generations of classical composers, by critics and the public alike. To date, he has written about 40 original works, from keyboards, auditoriums and orchestras to briefly performed musicals and choirs, to full-scale operas. He was
also a talented pianoist and conductor who often explained his own works, both in the studio and on stage. Although he has enjoyed great luck in his career and inspired tremendous affection in his devoted public, make no mistake: Adès is a fully paid modern composer, by no means a classical composer of an outdated or nostalgic bend. But by the same
message code, he never goes on for childcare exhibitionism or cheap nihilism. Instead, he always puts thorny disagreements, atonality, and other modern effects at the service of a traditional human vision as existing in relation to a transcendent order of truth, kindness, and beauty. Here is a list of some of Adès' most famous works: Aubade (1990) - soprano
solo Chamber Symphony (1990) - 15-piece chamber ensemble Anthems (1990) - teni voice and organ Darknesse Visible (1992) - piano Les barricades mystérieuses (1994) - clarinet, bass clarinet, viola, cello and double bass Arcadiana (1994) - 2 violins, viola and cello Powder Her Face (1995) - opera Asyla (1997) - The Fayrfax Carol Orchestra (1997) - The
Tempest Mixed Choir (2004) - Opera Concerto : Concentric Paths (2005) - violin and chamber orchestra In Seven Days (2008) - piano and orchestra Lieux retrouvés (2009) - Cello and piano Polaris (2010) - The Exterminating Angel Orchestra (2016) - opera (Soviet Union[Russia], 1937; pianist) Here's a video of Ashkenazy performing Beethoven's Piano
Sonata No. 15 in D major, Pastorale (Opus 28). Vladimir Ashkenazy is an artist the piano and conductor born in the city known in Soviet times as Gorky, has now returned to the old Russian name of nizhny-Novgorod. His father was Jewish and and Russian Orthodoxy. His musical gift was discovered early, and he was able to attend the prestigious Moscow
Choy. He went abroad extensively in the 1950s and 1960s, winning numerous awards at international music competitions. However, with his growing international popularity comes growing pressure from the KGB to act as an informer on his trip abroad, which he resolutely refuses to do. In retaliation, his chances of playing abroad were severely limited.
Ashkenazy married an Icelandic citizen in 1961, and in 1968 the couple were allowed to travel to Iceland, where they lived for many years, Ashkenazy became an Icelandic national in 1972. In 1978, the couple with their growing family moved to Switzerland, which is Ashkenazy's main residence to this day. Ashkenazy has focused on both concerto and piano
reeds, and is particularly associated with the music of Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Schumann, Brahms, Rachmaninoff, and Shostakovich. Ashkenazy's gameplay is particularly renowned for its technical perfection and great clarity. Some critics actually insulted him for this, claiming his full technical control betrayed his lack of personality and emotional warmth.
However, the majority of critics and listeners felt his relatively frustrated doctorism was rooted in his unusual personal humility. He simply sees his role at the keyboard, not as expressing his own feelings, but rather putting his talents at the services of his own music. At any event, the piano artist has a large amount and worships the following, which is anything
but dispassionate about the man and his music. (United Kingdom, 1933; mezzo-soprano) Here's a video of Baker singing Schubert's An die Musik (D547). Janet Baker is an English mezzo-soprano who was born in the province of South Yorkshire. Her brother's death when she was 10, and a serious accident she himself encountered in 1956 when she was
hit by a bus crashed into a London street, shadowing her early personal life. Originally from a family with modest financial means, Baker had to work in a bank to end the encounter while learning the voice and participating in various public singing competitions. She began performing publicly in 1956, the same year as her accident. By 1959, she worked
regularly, especially in the operas of Handel and Purcell, the Baroque musical revival that only collected steam at the time. In addition to baroque vocals and opera, Baker is associated with the music of Mozart, Gustav Mahler, Edward Elgar, Benjamin Britten and Richard Strauss. Mahler's excellent version of Kindertotenlieder is considered by many to be
definitive. Baker, who is considered an outstanding actress as well as singer, was made a Dame Commander of the British Empire (DBE) in 1976. Vocal she has been described as singly, obsessive, lingering, and uncannily bright. (Switzerland, 1939; oboist) Here's a recording of Holliger (with I Musici) playing Adagio's movement Concerto for Oboe and
Violin in B-flat major (RV 548). Heinz Holliger is a world-renowned Swiss oboist, composer and conductor. Many of the most important composers in recent times have written works for him, including Olivier Messiaen, Elliott Carter, Hans Werner Henze, Karlheinz Stockhausen, Witold Lutosławski, and Krzysztof Penderecki. In addition to the works of these
modern composers, Holliger has a special connection to Baroque repertoire, especially the oboe concerto by Bach, Vivaldi and Jan Dismas Zelenka. Indeed, through his recordings Holliger was instruments in reviving interest in the famous czech composer, with names that had previously fallen into darkness. As a composer, Holliger contributed a Chaconne
commissioned by the great Russian cellist, Mstislav Rostropovich. He also wrote an operatic version for samuel Beckett's solo sop actress and tape---s play, Not I. Critics emphasize the naturality and effort---s lack of calculation---s like his play, when looking for words to describe the special marriage of technical perfection and the amazing aesthetic effect
that is characteristic of Holliger's music. (Soviet Union[Russia], 1962; baritone) Here is a video clip of Hvorostovsky singing Handel's Ombra Mai Fu, from Serse (1738). Dmitri Hvorostovsky is a Russian baritone. Born in the Siberian city of Krasnoyarsk, where he also made his public debut, in his mid-20s he won prestigious national prize competitions in
France, as well as the Soviet Union. He attracted international attention in 1989, when he unexpectedly surpassed Bryn Terfel for first place in the BBC Cardiff Singer of the World competition. Since then, he has performed around the world, notably in Tchaikovsky's Queen of Spades at Nice Opera, in Eugene Onegin with a composer at Le Fenice in Venice,
in Verdi's La Traviata at the Chicago Lyric Opera, and again in queen of spades at the New York Metropolitan Opera. He also sang lead roles at La Scala in Milan, at the Royal Opera House Covent Garden in London, at the Wiener Staatsoper in Vienna, and, in short, at most major opera houses worldwide. In addition to his work in classical opera repertoire,
Hvorostovsky is also known for his performances of lighter fare (Handel, Mozart, and others) and especially popular Russian songs of World War II. Critics refer to Hvorostovsky's theatrical presence in glowing terms such as charming, charismatic and extremely elegant, and his singing is wonderful, bleakly beautiful and charming. In 2015, Hvorostovksy was
diagnosed with a brain tumor, and had to cancel a number of scheduled appearances. However, he continued to appear in a number of roles familiar to him, particularly Rigoletto of Verdi, Il Trovatore and Simon Boccanegra. In April 2017, baritone is often described by smitten journalists as a good enough to host a series of very successful concerts at
various locations in the North Related: The 20 Best Music Conservatories in the U.S. The 20 Best Music Therapy Bachelor Programs (Soviet Union[Latvia], 1947; violinist) Here is a video of Kremer playing the fifth movement (Ciaconna) from Partita Bach for Violin No. 2 in D-2 (BWV 1004) (circa 1720). Gidon Kremer was a violinist born in Riga, Latvia, into a
musical family. His father was Jewish. He began studying violin at the age of four, and later studied at the Riga School of Music. In 1965, he entered the prestigious Moscow Institute, where he studied with the world-renowned violinist, David Oistrakh. Starting in 1967, Kremer began participating in foreign competitions. Over the next few years, he won third
place in Brussels, second prize in Montreal, and first prize in Genoa, before returning home to win the international Tchaikovsky competition in Moscow in 1970. After touring extensively in the 1970s, Kremer permanently settled in Germany in 1980. The following year, he founded a chamber music festival in Lockehnhaus, Austria, which was also artistic
director until 2011. In 1997, he finally realized a project that had been close to his heart for some time: He founded the Kremerata Baltica Chamber Orchestra, the original member consisting of 23 outstanding young musicians all from the Baltic countries (Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia). Kremerata Baltica is considered one of the best chamber orchestras in the
world. While particularly known for his bach sonatas and partitas for solo violins, as well as Beethoven's sonatas and violin concertos, Kremer was also intrigued with modern violin repertoire, looking for works by lesser-known composers, such as polish composer Mieczysław Weinberg , among many others. Critics praised Kremer's passion and artistic play,
as well as his personal dedication, ability to self-criticize, and openness to new musical ideas and influences. (Soviet Union[Latvia], 1948; cellist) In the video below Maisky plays Bach's Cello Suite No. 1 in G major (BWV 1007). Mischa Maisky is a cellist born in Riga, Latvia, and studied at the Moscow Chou with the world-renowned cellist, Mstislav
Rostropovich. He later studied with Gregor Piatigorsky in Los Angeles; Maisky is the only cell artist to have studied with both masters. Today, he is an Israeli citizen making his home in Belgium, although he has stated that he considers himself a citizen of the world. Although Maisky initially moved easily and quickly through the Soviet hierarchy of music, after
his sister emigrated to Israel in 1970, he was arrested and spent 18 years in prison and a labor camp. After two more months in a psychiatric hospital, Maisky was finally allowed to follow his sister, and left for Israel in 1972. Maisky has performed with many of the world's leading pianists, violinists and conductors. Rostropovich said of his students:[1] [He of
the most prominent talents of the younger generation of cellists. His play combines poetry and subtle sophistication with great temperament and brilliant technique. Maisky regularly works with the world-class piano artist, Martha Argerich. One critic, in a review of a joint performance by Shostakovich's cello duo Sonata in D minor (Opus 40), wrote that Maisky
was a flamethrower, going on to say:[2] His plunge into Shostakovich was a tribute to an extraordinary technique. No note is rigged, no note out of tone, this in the middle of war altogether. (Estonia, 1933; composer) Here is a video clip of the performance of Aquarius Vocal Ensemble of Ode VII by Kanon Pokajanen of Pärt (Canon of Repentance). Note that
the text is in the Old Church Slavonic. Arvo Pärt is an Estonian composer of modern and religious music. He was educated in Estonia at the Tallinn Consy academy. Early in his career, he used extremely modern serial techniques, until such works were suppressed by the Soviet authorities. Then, in the early 1970s, he began a serious study of the forms of
Classical and Renaissance music, and his song-song style underwent a radical transformation. Around the same time, he converted from Lutheran to Russian Orthodox. The first major works Pärt published using his new styles were Fratres, Cantus in Memoriam Benjamin Britten, and Tabula Rasa, all in 1977. Gradually, these works and the flood of further
works, also derived from the polysync sound of the Middle Ages and Renaissances, began to attract the attention of the outside world. Pärt also experimented with some new minimalist neoclassical works that became international rage--- especially with the popularity for music by Steve Reich, Philip Glass, and others---t circle at the same time. However, the
style in which Pärt is most closely defined, and has made his reputation, certainly his religious music, both small-scale and large-scale. The following is a list of some of the most famous works representing the genre: De Profundis (1980) Stabat Mater (1985) Te Deum (1985; revised 1992) St. John Passion (1989) Magnificat (1989) Miserere (1989; Revised
1992) The Beatitudes (1990) Kanon Pokajanen (1997) Nunc Dimittis (2001) Salve Regina (2001) Da Pacem Domine (2004) Adam's Lament (2009) (Japan) , 1947; composer) Below is a recording of Satoh's 1991 work for the baritone and orchestra, Kyokoku. Somei Satoh is a Japanese composer who works primarily in Western classical mode, but has also
composed works for traditional Japanese instruments. Satoh is also known for joining forces with various experimental, performing and environmental artists. In one of the projects that began his most of its kind, in 1981 Satoh had eight speakers installed in the mountains around a valley in Tochigi Prefecture. Then he released an artificial fog slowly floor and
use music from speakers, along with lasers, to manipulate fog to form interesting clouds. As Satoh's international stature grew, he received commissions for new works from the Kronos Quartet and the New York Symphony Orchestra, among others. Although for some years now Satoh has focused on writing music for a full orchestra, over the years he has
also been a prolific composer of songs. While the majority of Satoh's works have been written for traditional European instruments, even these Western-style works are heavily influenced by the distinctive ton of traditional Japanese imperial music. Therefore, his work creates an authentic combination of Western and Japanese musical idiom and sensitivity.
The following is a list of some of Satoh's most famous works: Mandala (1982) - Voice and Electronic Stabat Mater (1987) - solo soy sauce and mixed chorus Toki No Mon (A Gate into Infinity) (1988) - violin, piano, and percussion Ruika (1990) - cello and string Kyokoku (1991) - baritone and burning meditation orchestra (1993) - baritone and kisestsu string
orchestra (1999) - orchestra From the Depth of Silence (2000) - ttho pipe bells and orchestra Violin Concerto (2002) - bifu violin and orchestra (2012) - violin and piano (Spain 1941; gambist , conductor) Here is a recording from the soundtrack of Tous le matins du monde, in which Savall and Christophe Coin play Le retour, a Concert à deux viols written by
Marin Marais's teacher, the mysterious Monsieur de Sainte-Colombe. Jordi Savall is a Spanish conductor (more specifically Catalan) and adept at viola da gamba (the foreont of modern cello). Born in the Catalan town of Igualada and educated at the Barcelona Choy, Savall has been a major force behind the initial musical revival in Western Europe over the
past 50 years, as well as several important caps of viola da gamba and other original instruments. Savall made the leap from world-renowned music to family celebrity through his 1991 film, Tous le matins du monde, directed by Alain Corneau. The film, for which Savall served as music director, is based on the life of the French composer and violist, Marin
Marais. It is through this film and its exquisite soundtrack that millions of people were first introduced to the wonderful world of viola da gamba music in the late 17th and early 18th centuries. Over the years, Savall has formed several groups devoted to exploring vast and until recently neglected original musical repertoire, including Hespèrion XX (now
Hespèrion XXI), La Capella Reial de Catalunya and La Concert des Nations. The transfers of all these groups have been combining maximum musical sensitivity with maximum historical accuracy. Savall often played with his wife, som som voice Montserrat Figueras, until her death in 2011. He went on tour and recorded with his daughter, singer and harpist
Arianna and his son, the singer and bass-lute bass-lute player Ferran Savall. With over 100 recordings to his name, Jordi Savall's impact on contemporary music is indeed indeaable. 1. Tim Janof, Conversation with Mischa Maisky (Internet Cello Association, 1995). Back to paragraph 2. Bernard Holland, Music in Review; Mischa Maisky and Martha Argerich
(New York Times, 2002). Last Updated Oct 29, 2020 2020
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